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                TO:  ALL INTERESTED PHYSICIANS 
 

 Professionals and business entities have now shown a resurgence of the interest in 

forming captive insurance companies based upon the goals of family asset planning and 

financial growth. 

 

 Some basic definitions first – A parent company (includes one or more physicians) may 

determine that it wishes certain risks to be covered outside the purview of normal insurance 

carriers.  A captive insurer can be formed by the parent with premiums paid to this separate 

entity by the “parent.”  The premiums are deductible as a business expense and the captive 

carrier invests the premiums to build its capital.  The growth of the capital is not taxable. 

 

 A risk which could be insured would be the liability faced by the parent in excess of its 

normal coverage. 

 

  Many captives are being formed where the owners of the entity are the children of 

those original founders.  In this fashion, when dividends or profits of the captive are distributed 

those monies pass to those who have favorable tax brackets. This driving financial consideration 

is behind the growth of new captives and it relates to recent favorable IRS rulings pertaining to 

their legitimacy and tax rulings.   Family and estate planning are also considerations as the 

asset of captive ownership can be in designated family members and the initial contributions to 

the captive were deductible items to the “parent” company. 

 

 The captive must be insuring a real risk or risks and that is why the earlier suggestion 

was made that insuring liability above limits of the parent’s policy would no doubt be recognized 

as true risk taking. 

 



 Care must be taken in the formation of an entity to choose the appropriate state (or 

foreign) jurisdiction in which to incorporate.  What are the capital requirements; what are the 

requirements concerning reserves and the investment of reserves; distribution of dividends and 

what constitutes a dividend.  The initial capitalization is usually $1,500.000 and thus the parent 

should have $500,000 or more in sustainable operating profits at the commencement.  It thus 

makes sense for those physicians who are part of a partnership to be intrigued by the 

possibilities offered – or – individuals might ascertain the benefits with other colleagues to 

determine if the concept might be worthy of thought.  We know that the recent articles describing 

the captive possibilities have created a great deal of discussion and interest not only from some 

of our commercial clients but many professionals as well.   
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